
GIVE YOURSELF A HAND
With 16 levels of Air + Magnetic Resistance you can easily set it and forget it! 
Perfect for a nice easy row or crank up the resistance to push your workout 
to the limit!

REALISTIC ROWING EXPERIENCE
While other rowers rely on air resistance only, the VR400 Rower uses
AIR + MAGNETIC RESISTANCE providing the most realistic rowing experience
available. Providing up to 16 levels of resistance, the VR400 Rower will challenge
even the most seasoned athlete.

VR400 PRO
AIR + MAGNETIC RESISTANCE ROWER

A TRULY IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
YOU CHOOSE your own immersive experience with the BODYCRAFT CONNECT22 Touchscreen Android 22” Tablet!
Watch virtual scenes and workout with hundreds of FREE coaching and training videos using Youtube. Make exercise
fun by catching up on your favorite shows and movies with Apps like Hulu & Netflix. Customize your Connect22 by
downloading any app of your choice through the google play store. NO SUBSCRIPTION REQUIRED! Learn more at BODYCRAFT.com

OPTIONAL
CONNECT22 TABLET

NO OUTLET NO PROBLEM
Sharing many of the same features as the VR500, the VR400 takes a step towards simplicity with our manual resistance control system.
Choose your resistance and go! It’s as simple as that. Want even more? Choose your own experience by adding our optional Connect-22
Tablet to use apps like Netflix, Hulu, or Youtube where you will find FREE virtual rowing and coaching videos. No subscription required! 
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